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Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
Wow - the Guelph Western was a blowout. Literally. If you were there you know what I mean, if
not, it was really windy. Fortunately the wind was blowing down range so all the bullets made it to
the vicinity of the targets. The weather looks better this weekend so you can choose between
Crumlin, Ottawa or Barrie on Saturday (May 25). On Sunday (May 26) Decew will host a Wild
Bunch match.

  
All the results have been posted. If I don't get to a match the only way the results get posted is if
you send them to me. The complete details of every stage is preferred. Many people do like to
see the detailed results - I'm always surprised at how masochistic some people are.

  
The registration form for the Regionals at Barrie is available here. Then book a weekend for
Ottawa's Cowboy / Wild Bunch extravaganza in Ottawa on August 17/18. Details on the web site.

  
There's lots of info about current gun issues on The Gun Blog. For those that haven't been
following developments, all kinds of things are going on. The RCMP have slowed issuing new
permits and there is talk that a gun ban (at least AR 15's but no one really knows how big) will be
announced in a few weeks. All of this is pretty depressing for gun owners. At a minimum this
should encourage you to vote in the next election or buy more guns. Lots of stuff on the classified
page. Visit  The Gun Blog if you want to find out more or to see what you can do to push back
against some of the things being proposed.

  
Sorry for the political interlude, we now return to our normal slumber inducing material.

  
The year at a glance calendar is available here. 

  
 
Next Matches:  Crumlin/Ottawa/Barrie May 25, Decew WB May 26, Grenville June 1,
Wentworth June 2

  
Details are on the OSASF Website

 Contact us here
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